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Abstract— We consider the shallow water equations along channels with non-uniform rectangular cross sections with source terms 
due to bottom topography, channel width, and friction factor. The system of equations consist of the mass and momentum 
conservation equations. We have two main goals in this paper. The first is to develop a numerical method for solving the model of 
shallow water equations involving those source terms. The second is to investigate effects of friction in water flows governed by the 
model. We limit our research to the flows of one-dimensional problems. The friction uses the Manning's formula. The mathematical 
model is solved numerically using a finite volume numerical method on staggered grids. We propose the use of this method, because 
the computation is cheap due to that no Riemann solver is needed in the flux calculation. Along with a detailed description of the 
scheme, in this paper, we show a strategy to include the discretization of the friction term in the staggered-grid finite volume method. 
Simulation results indicate that our strategy is successful in solving the problems. Furthermore, an obvious effect of friction is that it 
slows down water flows. We obtain that great friction values lead to slow motion of water, and at the same time, large water depth. 
Small friction values result in fast motion of water and small water depth. 
 




Water flow appears in everyday life. Flows can be in 
either a closed channel or free surface channel. An example 
of closed-channel flow is pipe flow. Examples of free 
surface flows are those in rivers, lakes, seas, and reservoirs. 
They can be in the forms of floods, tsunamis, and others. 
This paper focuses on free surface water flows. 
A large number of studies have been done by researchers 
relating to water flows. One of the most famous results is the 
Saint-Venant model [1]. This model can be applied to 
simulate shallow water waves or flows. The original Saint-
Venant model has been developed by a number of 
researchers. The model has currently a number of 
improvements and variations. Some improvements and 
variations involve topography, some other involve irregular 
channel width, and the rest involve friction factor [2], [3], 
[4], [5], [6]. Based on its form, the Saint-Venant model is a 
partial differential equation system. Based on physics, the 
form of the equation can be either conservative or non-
conservative [7], [8], [9]. 
One of the Saint-Venant model variations is the system of 
one-dimensional shallow water equations. This system or 
model can be used for various types of free surface flows 
with irregular topography and irregular channel width. 
Mungkasi et al. [8] solved this model using a staggered-grid 
finite volume method. This method has a very simple flux 
calculation, which leads to cheap computation, as developed 
by Stelling and Duinmeijer [10]. However, Mungkasi et 
al. [8] did not involve any friction in their shallow water 
model. The work of Mungkasi et al. [8] is extended in the 
present paper by including the friction factor in our water 
flow problems. 
In this paper, we have two goals. First, we develop a 
numerical scheme of the finite volume method on staggered 
grids to approximate solutions to the shallow water 
equations with source terms due to bottom topography, 
channel width, and Manning friction. Second, we investigate 
the influences or effects of the friction to water flows. 
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A finite volume method is chosen, as our problems admit 
continuous and discontinuous solutions. Some research of 
finite volume methods has been reported in the literature, 
such as [11], [12]. Based on the positions of grids for 
evaluation of the unknown variables, finite volume methods 
are categorized into two types, namely, the collocated and 
staggered methods. Some works on collocated-grid finite 
volume methods are [13], [14], [15], [16]. Some works on 
staggered-grid finite volume methods are [8], [10]. An 
application of these works is, for example, in simulation of 
the flood routing problem [17], [18], [19], [20]. 
The rest of this paper follows. Section II recalls the 
mathematical model and writes our proposed numerical 
method. Simulation results are presented and discussed in 
section III. Conclusion is given in section IV. 
II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 
A. Mathematical Model 
We consider one-dimensional shallow water flows with 
irregular bottom topography, irregular channel width, and 
friction. Schematic illustrations of this flow problem are 
shown in Fig.1 including the geometries of the transversal 
cross section, the longitudinal flow, and the flow space 
viewed from the top. 
 











(c).  Illustration of the 
flow space viewed 
from the top 
 
 
Fig.1. Schematics for shallow water flows along a channel with irregular 
topography and irregular width in three different points of view. 
Water flows in open channels such as rivers and canals 
can be modeled by a partial differential equation system. 
This system can be expressed in the forms of mass 
conservation equation and momentum balance equation, 
respectively, as follows [3]: 
 
,0=+ xt QA  (1) ( ) ( ) .0/ 02 =−+++ SSgAgAhAQQ fxxt  (2) 
 
Here, h is the surface level of water in the channel, Q 
represents the discharge, A denotes the wet cross-sectional 
area of the flow, S0 is the slope of bottom of the channel, Sf 
is the friction slope, g is the gravitational acceleration, x 
represents the longitudinal distance along the channel, and t 
is the time variable.  
The friction slope Sf can be obtained from the Manning 





S f =  (3) 
where n represents the Manning’s friction coefficient and R 
is the hydraulic radius. 
By substituting the following expressions, that is, ,bhA =  
,bhuQ =  and ,0 xzS −=  to (1) and (2), then we obtain: 
( ) ( ) 0=+ xt bhubh  (4) 
and  
( ) ( ) fxxxt gbhSbghghbzbghbhubhu −+−=++ 2212212  (5) 
where )(xzz =  is the irregular bottom topography, )(xbb =  









is again the Manning friction formula. Further, (4) and (5) 
are rewritten as:  
( )
b
hubhuh xxt −=+  (6) 
and  
( ) ( ) .22212 fxxxt ghSghzbbhughhuhu −−−=++  (7) 
 
In this paper, (6) and (7) are the mathematical model 
which shall be solved numerically using the method with 
staggered grids. The system of (6) and (7) is the shallow 
water equations in one dimension that model flows along 
channels with irregular rectangular cross section of channel 
width and irregular bottom topography involving friction.  
B. Numerical Method 
In this subsection, we continue the work of Mungkasi et 
al. [8] as well as Stelling and Duinmeijer [10] in developing 
the staggered-grid finite volume method, or the staggered 
method, in short. There was no variation of channel width in 
the work of Stelling and Duinmeijer [10] for one-
dimensional problems. There was no friction in the model 
solved by Mungkasi et al. [8]. The problems in the present 
paper involve irregular topography, irregular channel width, 
and friction.  
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To discretize the governing equations, without loss of 
generality, in this subsection we consider (6) and (7) with 
the spatial domain Lx ≤≤0  using the partition:  
....,,,,...,,0 2/12/12/12/1 Lxxxxx Niii == ++−  
As we work on the numerical method with staggered-grids, 
values of depth h are approximated at full grid points ix  for 
Ni ...,,1=  and the values of velocity u are approximated at 
half grid points 2/1+ix  for ....,,1,0 Ni =  We consider (6) 
and (7) on different control volumes, as shown in Fig. 2. We 
calculate the depth h using the mass conservation (6) at the 
control volume [ ]2/12/1 , +− ii xx  and the velocity u using the 




Fig. 2 A configuration of one-dimensional staggered grids, in which the full 
points are assigned for the mass conservation and the half points are 
assigned for the momentum balance. 
 
We denote ),( kiki txhh ≈ and ),,( 2/12/1 kiki txuu ++ ≈  where 
xxx ii ∆+= −1  and ttt
kk ∆+= −1
 for all involved integers i  
and .k  


















































































































bhSqqq +=+= −+  
(10) 
The values of h and u with asterisks must be approximated, 
because their values are not known on the corresponding 
grid points. We calculate the values 2/1* +ih and iu*  using 












































The next step is converting (9) into a semidiscrete scheme 
to obtain the rate of change of u with respect to t. Based 
























































































































Hence, our mass conservative and momentum balance 
equations (6) and (7) become semidiscrete schemes (8) 
and (14).  
To discretize (8) and (14) we can apply a discrete time 
integration using a standard solver of ordinary differential 
equations, such as, the first-order explicit Euler method. 
Therefore, the fully discrete schemes of our staggered-grid 










































































































With these formulations, we have extended the work of 
Mungkasi et al. [8] as well as Stelling and Duinmeijer [10]. 
The strategy of involving the friction term due to Manning 
has been shown in the above derivations. 
Up to here, we have achieved the first goal of this paper. 
Note that our first goal is to develop a numerical scheme 
(a finite volume method on staggered grids) to approximate 
the solutions to the shallow water equations involving source 
terms due to bottom topography, channel width, and 
Manning friction. The numerical schemes (15) and (16) are 
our proposed staggered method for solving the system of (6) 
and (7). 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, we conduct five numerical tests to achieve 
our second goal of this paper. That is, we want to analyze the 
influences of the friction factor with respect to water flows 
in the considered Saint-Venant model. The problems for the 
tests in this paper are taken from the paper of Mungkasi et 
al. [8].  
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For the discussion in this section, we define two 
additional variables. The first is the stage
),,(),(),( txztxhtxw +=
 that is, the vertical position of water 
surface measured from the horizontal x-axis reference. The 
second is the discharge ),(),(),( txutxhtxq = which is 
actually the momentum in our one-dimensional problems 
when the channel has a constant width. Here, 
),()(),( txqxbtxQ =
 
All measured quantities are assumed to have MKS units 
in the SI system. With this assumption, we omit the writing 
of units in all values of variables. In addition, the 
gravitational acceleration is .81.9=g   
A. Case for constant topography and constant width  
In this case, we take a dam break having width 1)( =xb
and topography ,0)( =xz  as studied by Stoker [20]. The 
numerical schemes (15) and (16) are executed on the spatial 
domain ,100100 ≤≤− x  and the simulation time is .50 ≤≤ t  
We make partition to the spatial domain into 6400 cells in 
which 3200 of them are used to calculate the velocity ),( txu
of water and the remaining are used to calculate the depth 
),( txh
 of water. Here, 25.0=∆x is the defined cell width 














and 0)0,( =xu  is the velocity initially. The left and the right 




10),100( =− th ,  .1),100( =th  
Results of this numerical simulation are shown in Fig. 3 
for time .5=t  We investigate the friction effects to the flow 
when the Manning coefficients are ,06.0,04.0,02.0,00.0=n
respectively. We observe that the motion of water becomes 
slower when friction factor is greater. Slow motion of water 
has consequences in the increase of depth. This means that 
the greater the friction factor leads to the slower the water 
flow and the greater the depth.  
 
Fig. 3. Results of simulation for the dam break at t = 5 using 6400 cells.  
B. Case for constant topography and irregular width 
In this second test, the numerical method is applied to 
simulate flow generated by the a radial dam which collapses 
instantaneously on a horizontal bottom topography. In this 
case, the channel width is xxb pi2)( = and the bottom 
topography is .0)( =xz  The numerical schemes (15) and (16) 
are implemented on the spatial domain [0, 100] and a 
numerical solution is computed for time .3=t  We discretize 
the spatial domain into 400 cells (200 cells for the flow 
velocity and 200 cells for depth) with 25.0=∆x  is the cell 
width. The time step is taken as .25.0 xt ∆=∆  Before the 


















.1),100(,10),0( == thth  
Results of this numerical simulations are shown in Fig. 4 
for time .3=t  We vary the Manning friction coefficients to 
be .16.0,12.0,08.0,00.0=n  Similar results to the those of 
the first test are obtained. Water motion becomes slower 
when the friction factor is larger. Slow motion of water has 
increased the depth. This means that the greater the friction 
factor results in the slower the water flow and the greater the 
depth.  
 
Fig. 4. Results of simulation for the radial dam break problem at t = 3 using 
400 cells. 
C. Case for irregular topography and constant width 
In this third test, we have a parabolic obstacle on the 
topography. Let us take the steady state case of water 
flowswith constant width .1)( =xb  Due to the obstacle, we 
have irregular bottom topography. The bottom topography is 











The numerical schemes (15) and (16) are applied on the 
spatial domain [0, 25]. The number of the spatial cells is 800 
in which a half of them are used to to calculate the velocity 
),( txu
 and the others are used to calculate the depth ).,( txh  
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The width of each cell is 03125.0=∆x  and the end time of 
numerical simulation is .100=t  The velocity is assumed to 
be ;21.2)0,( =xu  and 2)0,( =xw  is the stage initially. The 
depth in downstream is 2),25( =th  and for the discharge in 
upstream is .42.4),0( =tq  We take 
( )max2/42.4/25.0 ghxt +∆=∆
 
as the time step, where .2max =h  
Results of this numerical simulation are shown in Fig. 5 
respectively for the values of Manning coefficients 
.04.0,02.0,00.0=n  We observe that the velocity increases 
when water approaches the peak of the obstacle and 
decreases when water has passed the peak of the obstacle. 
Our inference is the same as in the two previous tests. That 
is, the water motion becomes slower when friction factor is 
involved in modeling. Slow motion of water has 
consequences to the increase of depth. The greater the 
friction factor leads to the slower the water flow and the 
greater the depth.  
 
Fig. 5. Results of simulation for the steady flow over a parabolic obstacle at 
t  = 100. 
D. Case for irregular topography and irregular width 
In this fourth test, we take the steady state of “a lake at 
rest” with irregular channel width and irregular bottom 
topography. The numerical schemes (15) and (16) are 
implemented on the spatial domain .15000 ≤≤ x  The 
number of cells is 800 in which 400 cells are used to 
calculate the depth and the remaining are used to calculate 
the flow velocity. We take the velocity 0)0,( =xu  and the 
stage 12)0,( =xw  as the initial conditions. At the boundary 
we have:  































exp12)( xxb  (20) 
is the channel width. The channel profile viewed from the 
top is shown in Fig. 6, which is given in between the curves 
of 2/)(xb and .2/)(xb−  Table 1 provides the bottom 
topography function, and together with the initial stage, it is 
plotted in Fig. 7.  
Results of this simulation is shown in Fig. 8 for the 
Manning coefficients .04.0,02.0,00.0=n  We observe that 
our proposed numerical method is able to simulate the 
steady state problem of “a lake at rest” involving irregular 
bottom topography, irregular channel width, and friction. For 
time ,0>t  where in Fig. 8 for ,10=t  the water surface is 
always at 12),( =txw  and the velocity is at the order of 
,10 14−
 which means that water is essentially at rest. Even 
though we use different values of Manning coefficients, our 
proposed numerical method is still able to solve this test 
problem.  
 
Fig. 6. The view from the top in the steady state of “a lake at rest.” 
 
TABLE I 
TOPOGRAPHY FUNCTIONS OF THE CHANNEL BASED ON THE DATA AS IN THE 
WORK OF MUNGKASI ET AL. [8] TAKEN FROM GOUTAL AND MAUREL [21]. 
Interval Topography function 
500 <≤ x  0  
15050 <≤ x  5.205. −x  
250150 <≤ x  5  
300250 <≤ x  1504. +− x  
350300 <≤ x  904. −− x  
400350 <≤ x  5  
425400 <≤ x  351. −x  
435425 <≤ x  75.1305. −x  
450435 <≤ x  210667. −x  
475450 <≤ x  9  
500475 <≤ x  1.7004. +x  
505500 <≤ x  1.1902. +− x  
530505 <≤ x  9  
550530 <≤ x  5.8815. +− x  
565550 <≤ x  33.240333. +− x  
575565 <≤ x  5.5  
600575 <≤ x  1702. +− x  
700600 <≤ x  1702. +  
750700 <≤ x  3  
800750 <≤ x  5.13014. +− x  
820800 <≤ x  3.14015. +− x  
900820 <≤ x  2.1001. +− x  
950900 <≤ x  6.15016. +− x  
1000950 <≤ x  8008. +− x  
15001000 ≤≤ x  0  
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 Fig. 7.  Initial stage (water surface) and topography of “a lake at rest.” 
 
 
Fig. 8. Results for the steady state of “a lake at rest” at t = 10. 
 
E. Simulation of irregular topography and irregular width 
Here, we simulate an unsteady state case due to the 
collapse of a dam involving irregular channel width and 
irregular bottom topography. The numerical schemes in (15) 
and (16) are implemented on spatial domain [0, 2000]. We 
make a partition of this spatial domain to 1600 cells, so 
25.1=∆x  is our cell width. In addition, ( )max2/42.4/25.0 ghxt +∆=∆  
is our time step, where .2max =h  We simulate this problem 






























xz  (21) 
Here, the channel width is the same as in the previous test, 
that is, (20); and the channel width is shown in Fig. 6. The 













and 0)0,( =xu  is given as the initial velocity. The conditions 
at the right boundary are 5),2000( =tw  and .0),2000( =tu  




Fig. 9. Results of simulation for the unsteady state case of irregular 
topography and irregular width at t = 90.  
 
Fig. 9 shows our numerical results for the variations of the 
Manning coefficients .04.0,02.0,00.0=n  We observe once 
again that water motion becomes slower when friction is 
involved in the problem. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
We have achieved our two goals in this paper. First, we 
have provided a numerical method for solving the shallow 
water equations in one dimension involving irregular bottom 
topography, irregular channel width, and friction. Second, 
using our proposed numerical method we have investigated 
some effects of friction to water flows along channels having 
irregular bottom topography, irregular channel width, and 
friction. 
Our remarks are as follows. Our numerical method is able 
to solve problems of steady state and unsteady one, with 
horizontal topography and irregular one, with constant 
channel width and irregular one, without friction and with 
friction, as well as of combination of these all. In addition, 
larger friction factor leads to slower water motion, and 
consequently due to the momentum balance, larger friction 
factor also leads to greater depth when water is in motion. 
This research is limited to one-dimensional problems with 
the friction due to Manning. Future research could be 
directed to work on higher dimensional problems and/or 
other friction formulations. 
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